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TRUMP APPEARS AT OPEN MIC NIGHT 
. GOP FRONTRUNNER 'JUST KIND OF SHOWS UP,' PERFORMS SPOI<EN-WORD POETRY 
, By Hannah Moore 
Beat Reporter 
Presidential candidate 
bonald Trump made a sur-
f>rise appearance at Campus 
A..ctivity Board's (CAB) Open 
Mic Night this past Tuesday, 
March 29. The GOP fi:ontrun-
ner arrived with full security 
'3etail, unannounced, to perform 
ipoken-word poetry. 
Junior CAB employee and 
Dpen Mic facilitator Cole 
Swearengai said he was SUiprised 
to see police cars and a limo 
:I.rive up beside the Starbucks 
;:ommunity Room. 
of the highest - and you all 
know it. Please don't feel so 
stupid or insecure. I've said if 
lvanka weren't my daughter, 
perhaps I'd be dating her." 
Senior Cassidy Hopper, 
regular performer at Open 
Mic Night, said she was in 
the comer of the room quietly 
rehearsing the song she planned 
to perform when Trump looked 
over clearly disgruntled that 
she was not committing her 
full attention to his carefully 
scripted masterpiece. 
"Getheroutofbere,"Trump 
said. "Yeah, get her out ofhere." 
Hopper said she was as-
tonished by the aggressiveness. 
"(Trump) kind of just 
;howed up without warning," 
Swearengen said. "His head 
.;ecurity manager approached 
me and demanded we reserve 
\spot for him to perform. I let 
tt happen, but I was very, very 
;hocked. I didn't really expect 
hlm to ever show up. I don't 
th.ink anyone saw this coming." 
Once Trump was on stage, 
he did not waste any time. 
"A security guard grabbed 
me by the arm, escorted outside 
and confiscated my guitar," 
Hopper said. "I perform (at 
Open Mic Night) almost 
every week. I had no idea that 
(Trump) would be there, but 
another performer has never 
confronted me about quietly 
practicing my songs. The 
community room is usually 
packed full and noisy most 
nights, so I don't understand 
why he singled me out like 
that. Nothing I did warranted 
them taking my guitar, though. 
1hatwasjustlow." 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ZACH HAILEY 
Republican representative Donald Trump came to campus unannounced on Tuesday, March 29 to 
perform spoken-word poetry at Open Mic Night. Attendees seemed puzzled by his abrupt intrusion. 
"I will build a great wall," 
Trump said as he began his 
performance. "Nobody builds 
walls better than me, believe 
me - and ru build them very 
mexpensively. It's freezing and 
mowing in New York - we 
ceed global warming. All of 
thev.iomenon"IheApprentice' 
B.irted with me - consciously 
')r unconsciously. My IQ is one 
"Anyone who thinks my some altitude.Believe me, you'll promptu performance made insensitive and over the top. 
story is anywhere near over is love it up here." CAB reconsider their rules We're definitely going to have 
sadly mistaken,"Trump said. After his performance, for the event. to enforce the rule excluding 
"Get in. Get it done. Get it Trumpwasaskedifheregretted "Idon'tusuallycritiqueanyof non-students or faculty fiom 
done right. And get out, get throwing Hopper out of the the artists on Open Mic Night, participating in Open Mic 
going.Move furward.Airn high. community room. because whether or not I think Night. I think if anything, this 
After having security offi-
cers escort Hopper out of the 
venue, Trump continued his 
performance. 
Plan a takeoff. Don't just sit on Trump shook his head and you're talented, you're still brave was a learning experience." 
the runway and hope someone began to explain that Hopper for getting up in front of an au- 1he stOI)' above is part of 
will come along and push the was part of the problem with dience and expressing yourself," our ':Apdl Fools Edition. "No 
airplane. It simply won't happen. America nowadays. Swearengen said. "However, I mctual value should be taken 
Change your attitude and gain Swearengen said the im- think that Trump was a little fivm this story 
Emily Eason I The Bison 
The Department of Public Safety has begun to manually lock unlocked 
vehicles on ca~pus in order to reduce the amount of break-ins. Additional 
surveillance cameras have been added to most parking lots. 
,David Barton to speak at ASI 
By Jantzen Teague soon," Carr said, refernng to on the moral, religious and 
' Student Writer Barton52004 lecture at Harding. constitutional foundation on 
Founder and president of "His biggest (speaking) strength which America was built." 
the WallBuilders organization would be his knowledge of Though both Carr and 
David Barton will speak in the the subject matter. He's not Kirkman acknowledged that 
Benson Auditori~ on Apr~ a trained theologian, but he Barton's name is not as well 
l 7 to complete this semesters really has a terrific knowledge known as some of the previous 
American Studies Institute of the subject matter." ASI speakers, they expressed 
(ASI) Distinguished Lecture Equipped with historical enthusiasm at the amount of 
Series. documents, old Bibles and the interest shown on campus 
Barton's lecture is titled "A like Barton has an incredible leading up to the event. 
· Practical Faith in a Surprisingly ~of the history surrounding "We actually invite differ-
: Practical Bible" and shoul_d thefuundingfuthersandpresents ent faculty groups ... usually 
serve as a good end to this his material in a captivating related to the speaker (to meet 
year's ASI series, according to way, according to Carr. with the speaker beforehand)," 
Associate Executive Director "If people will come, I Kirkmansaid'We'vehadquite 
of ASI Kim Kirkman. feel confident they won't be a good response already, and I 
"His message is interest- disappointed," Carr said. am excited for that." 
ing across the board, even if According to Harding's According to Barton's 
' you're not a history fanatic," website, one goal of the website, Barton spent eight 
Kirkman said. American Studies Institute years as an educator and school 
Dr. Jim Carr, senior vice is to "encourage students to administrator before founding 
president and executive di- continue the traditions that WallBuilders. He has received 
rector of ASI, said that this madeAmericagreat,"withroots multipleawardsforhiswritings 
will be Barton's third time to in "such concepts as freedom, and work with the media and 
speak at Harding and that he liberty,democracy,fuith in God, speaks at more than 400 events 
hopes to see a good turnout family and values." per year. 
from not only the faculty and Barton's WallBuilders Barton will speak on April 
students but from the Searcy organization cites similar 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Benson 
community, as well. goals on its website: "(We Auditorium. Admission is 
"It was a delightful pre- are) dedicated to presenting free and open to all faculty, 
sentation, and everybody left America's forgotten history students and members of the 
thinking he had to stop too and heroes, with an emphasis community. 
Break-ins, 
page 2A 
Public Safety discovers 
criminals breaking into 
vehicles 
Public Safety to lock car doors 
By Savanna DiStefano 
Features Editor 
"(Property theft) is the 
most common type of crime 
on campus, and it has been 
for a long time," Director of 
Public Safety Craig Russell 
said. "Harding - and places 
like Harding - are targets, 
and what makes us attractive 
is that we have lots of parking 
lots with lots of cars, and lots of 
cars that are unlocked. n 
On March 29, The Daily 
Citizen newspaper reported a 
dozen vehicle break-ins between 
March 25-27. According to 
Russell, approximately 12 cases 
of campus property theft fi:om 
unlocked vehicles were rerorded 
during the past two weeks. 
Russell said Public Safety 
personnel began locking cars 
on campus in addition to other 
precautions to prevent further 
theft. According to Russell, 
officers patrol campus 24/7 
and lock 10-12 cars a night. 
'We do notwantthe students 
to have the perception that we 
are invading property," Russell 
said. "The need to protect the 
students' property overrode the 
need for perception issues." 
According to Davis, thefts 
from vehicles have decreased added to the most recently 
since Public Safety personnel constructed areas of campus, 
began locking cars. Davis said such as parking lots around 
Public Safety uses a combina- the Legacy apartments and 
tion of physical a h the Heritage Inn. More than 
resources to combat security 60 cameras are being added 
issues on campus. to residence halls, Russell said. 
"When we first started to see The Department of Public 
thefts fiom unlocked vehicles, Safety discovered four people 
we took several measures to of interest in relation to prop-
try to ensure that students' erty theft of unlocked vehicles 
property was secure," Davis near the Legacy apartments, 
said. "We increased patrol in according to assistant director 
the parking lot areas, especially of Public Safety Kevin Davis. 
in the late evening and early AccordingtoDavis,footage 
morning hours." and still photos of the individ-
Sophomore Anna Gibb's uals found on surveillance were 
laptop and wallet were stolen forwarded to the Searcy police 
fi:om her car last semester while for further investigation. Rus.sell 
parked on campus. Gibb said said students can protect their 
she agreed with the initiative property by locking vehicles 
to lock vehicles. and emptying cars of valuables. 
"People-me included- "We are - and we want 
needtobemoreresponsible,but to be - concerned with the 
I think it is a good service for same things that concern 
(Public Safety to lock students' our students," Russell said. 
cars),"Gibb said. "I understand "We are certainly concerned 
that some people will be all about their privacy, but we are 
upset because someone they also concerned about their 
don't lmowwhois 'messingwith safety. We're concerned about 
their car,' but better a trusted protecting their property, and 
employee of a biblically-based we want to find the right mix 
organization than a thief" to be able to accomplish all 
According to Russell, sur- those goals, and I think that 
veillance cameras have been we can." 
Courtesy of Wallbuilders.com 
David Barton will speak as part of the ASI Distinguished Lecture Series on 
April 7. Admission is free to students, alumni and the community. 
First Ladies Garden, 
page 48 
Pryor Hall demolished 
to make room for 
garden additions 
• 
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Veteran's Association aids local officer 
Harding University Veteran's Association raised $2,500 for a Searcy family after an unexpected tragedy 
By Brittany Simers as a police officer after his secretarial work, said several 
Student Writer second tour in 2009. campus organizations made 
The Harding Univer- Senior Jimmy Cooper, the project a joint effort. 
sity Veteran's Association the current president of According to Garringer, 
(HUVA) recently presented HUVA, said after the orga- HUVA partnered with 
a check ofS2,500 to Searcy nization learned about the Harding University in 
police officer Michael Bull- Bullocks' situation, members Florence director Robby 
ock and his five kids after immediately agreed to start Shackelford through his "Be 
the unexpected passing of a fundraising campaign the Difference" movement, 
Carrie Bullock, wife and for the officer and his five which raises awareness for 
mother, on Dec. 13, 2015. children. veterans' needs. HUVA used 
In addition to being a "When we saw that his the funds collected from the 
police officer, Bullock is a wife had suddenly passed "Be the Difference" group 
member of the Arkansas away, we knew there was an along with funds from a 
National Guard and has obvious need there," Cooper bake sale to aid the family. 
served two tours in Iraq. said. "Not just because he is Garringer said students 
During his military career, a veteran, but because he's a and faculty from the Com-
he was a part of Operation servant to our community." munication Sciences and 
Iraqi Freedom II and a HUVA started its cam- Disorders Program and 
patrol officer in Baghdad, paign to raise funds for the several women's social 
Iraq. Bullock was deployed Bullock family the second clubs helped sea donuts 
for his second tour shortly week of the 2016 spring and collect funds. 
after being hired by the semester. Senior Brittney Shawn Fisher, assis-
Searcy Police Department. Garringer, who manages tant professor of history 
He resumed his position HUVA's public relations and and social sciences and 
AMANDA FLOYD and ZACH HAILEY I The Bison 
Multiple students across campus have experienced vehicle break-ins over the 
past few weeks. Public Safety has determined that two squirrels are respon-
sible for the string of events that left students and faculty laptops and iPads. 
Pair of squirrels 
responsible for 
recent break-ins 
By Zach Hailey Russell is not the only weeks," Collins said. "We ask 
Editor-in-Chief witness to the small critters' that the student body lock 
Public Safety officers have mayhem. Andrew Baker, their vehicles every evening, 
been working double-time assistant professor of Bible, take all valuables with them 
due to the rise of thefts on also had an encounter with upon leaving and remove any 
campus. According to Craig the furry bandits. According kind ofloose nuts from the 
Russell, director of Public to Baker, his laptop, iPad and dashboard, cup holders and 
Safety, everyone should be Walkman were stolen from seat cracks." 
extra cautious when locking his vehicle. Public Safety has found 
up their vehicles. According to "It's upsetting to me that numerous items stashed in 
Russell, the culprits of several squirrels on campus are just trees on campus and have 
thefts on campus are a pair of taking things," Baker said. "If asked for students who 
suspicious-looking squirrels. they just would have asked, I are missing these items to 
~urns ootitwas the squirrels would have given all of those claim them at the Office of 
the whole time," Russell said. things and more. As Chris- Public Safety. Some of the 
"Originally we were looking tians, we have been called to items include pearl earrings, 
for fingerprints, but nothing give of ourselves for the sake AXE body spray, a to-go box 
ever turned up." of Christ - and sometimes filled with potato wedges, a 
According to Russell, sus- that can even include squirrels." Game Boy Color, a 46" Sony 
picion rose when he saw two The Bison was later i.nfurmed television, Planters Peanuts 
masked mammals boosting that Baker's "Jesus Take the and a Starbucks gift card. 
each other up to gain access to Wheel" bumper sticker was To report a theft from 
the drivel'-side door of a parked also removed from his vehicle. your vehicle, contact the 
vehicle on campus. Russell Executive Vice President Office of Public Safety. If 
said that the small and nimble David Collins released a state- you witness a break-in, a 
fingers of the rodents make it ment after the two squirrels description of the subject -
easy for them to tamper with were apprehended. furry or human - should 
locked vehicles. "Alt}iough we believe the also be reported to Public 
"In all of my years working initial threat has been taken care Safety. 
at this institution, I don't think of; we ask students to continually 1he story above is part of 
I have ever seen a larger and be on the lookout for masked our ':April Fools Edition. " 
more comical threat to the or threatening-looking rodents No .factual value should be 
student body," Russell said. of any kind over the next few taken from this story. 
faculty advisor to HUVA, and actively stationed outside equipment for his five 
also created a GoFundMe of Searcy," Cooper said. children. 
page online which allowed "The GoFundMe {page) was "I hope I can put the 
people outside the Harding another way for people to money to the best possible 
and Searcy communities to help and contribute." use I can," Bullock said. "I 
donate money. HUVA raised a total of figured getting something 
S2,500 and presented the the kids would enjoy for a 
"It's been surprise amount in a check to Bullock long time would be the best 
after surprise with the in early March. Bullock said thing to do with it." 
support coming out he was overwhelmed at the HUVA is planning to help 
of the community. It support he received from Bullock with the transition 
was unexpected and HUVA. to a new home, according 
one of the most gen- "It's been surprise after to Cooper. 
erous things I have surprise with the support "We're going to help him 
received throughout coming out of the commu- move and put together his 
this entire ordeal." nity," Bullock said. "It was playground for his kids," 
unexpected and one of the Cooper said. "Having that 
- Officer most generous things I have common goal - that's what 
Michael Bullock received throughout this we do." 
entire ordeal." Anyone interested in 
Bullock said he and his learning more about HUVA 
"We've got a lot of family are in the process of or campus veterans' affairs 
members (ofHUVA) who purchasing a new home, and can contact Cooper at jcoo-
are alumni of Harding, and he is planning to use the per4@harding.edu or Fisher 
some are in various places money to buy playground at sfisher@harding.edu. 
Lawn-A-Palooza aims 
to bring student body 
together with games, 
live music and food 
By Claire Patton A-Palooza will have several in a place and think, 'This 
Student Writer activities, such as mini golf, is really fun; this is really 
Campus Activities Board a cookie bake-off, giveaways cool,'" Light said. "Any-
(CAB) will host Lawn-A- and food sponsored by local thing that will bring about 
Palooza on Saturday, April 9 restaurants. community and camaraderie 
on the front lawn. The event Junior Holland Wilson, among students is what we 
will include live music, craft who will sing at the event aim to do. " 
vendors, games, prizes, food with her group Peach Jam, According to Wilson, 
and more. is looking forward to the each band must do a 
This is the first year CAB opportunity to have fun 30-45-minute set. For bands 
will hold Lawn-A-Palooza, while performing with her like Peach Jam, the issue is 
which will be from 2-10 p.m., friends. not building up a set, but 
with live music beginning "I hope (Lawn-A-Paloo- rather cutting down on the 
around 3 p.m. za) will become an annual amount of songs they can 
According to Logan thing,'' Wilson said. "It's perform. 
Light, director of campus cool to showcase the talent "I'm excited to show 
life, the idea for Lawn-A- that we have at Harding, and people what we've been 
Palooza was inspired by the music festivals are always working on," Wilson said. 
success of women's clubs fun anyway." "It's really fun, and I think 
Zeta Rho and Delta Nu Vendors including stu- other people will enjoy it, 
functions where the clubs dent artwork and crafts will too." 
brought in bands for live be available for purchase. Light said he is most 
entertainment. Senior Katie Akin's booth looking forward to watching 
"This event is taking will feature handmade wall a band made up of faculty 
place of what the (Harding hangings and tassel banners. and staff, including assistant 
Spectacular) would be,"Light Light said he looks for- professor of Bible Ross 
said. "We knew we wanted ward to the event bringing Cochran, as well as a band 
a community event, so we the student body together. whose instruments include 
were looking for reasons "I love when we have a guitar shaped like an ax. 
why students would want events that students can, in "(Students) can expect a 
to come out." the middle of the event, look good time," Light said. "It's 
Light said that Lawn- around and find themselves going to be like a campus 
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Choosing to be a victor joshua johnson 
olivla cook 
guest 
writer 
M arch was Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Awareness Month. Multiple 
Sclerosis is an auto-immune disease in 
which the immune system attacks itself 
and destroys the myelin surrounding the 
nerves of the central nervous system. 
MS is generally diagnosed in people 
between the ages of 20 and 40. I was 
19 when I found out I had it. No one 
in my family has MS, and there were 
no signs of it before I was diagnosed. 
One day I randomly lost vision in my 
left eye, and my legs and arms went 
completely numb. I was terrified. I 
had no clue what was happening to 
my body. Later that week I found out 
that I was having what is known as an 
exacerbation (a flare-up). 
"TNT is more my 
personality. But I 
like the colors of 
Omega Phi." 
garrett white 
guest 
writer 
An old man lounges in his study beside a crackling fire in a worn 
leather armchair. His left leg rests 
crossed over his right as he strokes his 
beard and holds a book in his lap. A cup 
of black coffee sits on a small wooden 
table to his left, and a lamp stands on 
the floor to his right, lending light to 
the pages of his book. He is surround-
ed by an immense library. His books, 
tucked away on wooden shelves lining 
the walls, completely surround him. 
He pauses from his reading, takes a sip 
of his coffee, sets the mug back down 
in its place, flips to the next page of 
his book and returns to another world 
bound in leather. 
This is my dream. The old man is 
me. Maybe I'm romanticizing it a bit 
too much. I don't have to have the 
armchair or the fire or the library of 
books surrounding me, but this is where 
Zach Hailey 
editor-in-chief 
Kaleb Turner 
news editor 
David Salley 
sports editor 
The first thought I had was that this 
would be the end of life as I knew it. 
The only knowledge I had regarding 
MS was all the people I know who have 
it are wheelchair-bound. In the middle 
of this storm of uncertainty, one thing I 
was sure of I was not going to be bound 
to a wheelchair. This was the only fear 
I knew to have. MS has a mind of its 
own; it is different day-to-day and it 
is impossible to know how someone is 
doing if you only see them on their good 
days. It is hard to explain to someone 
who has no clue. 
Somewhere in life I heard the phrase 
"conquer mountains." I reflected on my 
two choices as I headed back to life after 
diagnosis. I could either rise or fall. I 
decided that I was going to physically 
and emotionally conquer mountains. 
I would not let this define me. I find 
that these two common words can be 
so empowering and recharging. This 
life motto instills in me the belief that 
I can do anything in the world; I won't 
let anything get in my way. MS has led 
me to look at life differently and to 
"Social clubs? Sounds 
dumb." 
Find your story 
I want to be when I'm older: engrossed 
in a story held within a book. 
I've loved reading ever since I learned 
how. I can remember finishing my first 
book in first grade and feeling a deep 
sense of accomplishment as I reached 
the last sentence and shut its cover. I 
wanted more. I wanted the story to 
continue. I wanted to know more about 
the characters, how they would handle 
different adventures that they would go 
on and how they would face adversity, 
so I picked up the next book in the 
series and the story went on. 
This thirst for a story, for a perspec-
tive, is still within me today. I love to 
know what others go through and how 
they face it. There is wisdom in books 
that transcends time, and even though 
events and circumstances change, the 
underlying advice is still there. 
There are lessons on how to be a 
better man, how to help those in need 
or how to decide what is right and 
what is wrong. The perspective through 
the characters' eyes sheds light on the 
struggle. 
I love movies, but what I usually 
don't get from a movie is the charac-
ter's thoughts - only their actions. 
My favorite type of books are those 
appreciate the simple things more. It 
also taught me to be careful of how you 
treat people, because you never know 
the battle that they're facing. 
I have been vocal about my diagnosis 
since the very beginning. I choose to 
do so as a coping mechanism. I would 
rather be a victor than a victim. Instead 
of hiding behind my illness, letting it 
take away my joy; instead of feeling 
ashamed, I choose to use my testimo-
ny as power. I feel liberated in telling 
my story and fighting this life-long 
disease. Instead of acknowledging MS 
as my weakness, I feel empowered by 
the strength it has given me. While the 
majority of society is ashamed of the 
smallest, most superficial things, I am 
unashamed of my truth. 
This is my story. 
OLIVIA COOK Is a guest writer 
for the Bison. She may be 
contacted at 
ocook@hardlng.edu. 
"I hear Knights is cool. 
Is it true that they do 
a joust every year?" 
that allow the reader to step into the 
mind of the character and know what 
they think. It gives me a power to read 
their thoughts. Seeing their internal 
struggles builds a connection between 
me and the characters that I usually 
can't find elsewhere. 
This connection runs so deeply that 
when the story is over, I'm often left 
with the question of what to do next. 
Usually the answer is to pick up another 
book, but that moment after completing 
a tale and knowing the final outcome 
is both strange and satisfying, because 
I don't know the final outcome of my 
own story. 
I love to read and encourage those 
that don't to try. Try to invest yourself 
into a story and learn from it through 
each book. Try to gain new perspectives 
on life. Seek wisdom. Seek adventure. 
Read a book. 
GARRETT WHITE is a guest writer 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
gwhite2@harding.edu. 
staff 
don't mind me ... 
The youngest 
'myth' buster 
I read an article last week that mentioned a myth I had never heard of: that, if there is no 
shaving cream available, it is possible to shave 
with peanut butter. 
You can probably tell where this is heading. 
Despite having an ample supply of shaving 
cream, I decided to channel my inner Adam Sav-
age and bust this myth. Long story short, you can 
indeed shave your face with peanut butter - but 
be prepared for some sticky ramifications. I was 
afraid to get too close to anyone with a nut allergy 
for several days, lest I trigger a reaction with my 
peanut-infused pores. 
Needless to say, the thrill of myth-busting has 
inspired me to do some research. That said, here 
are three of the more common "myths" I've heard 
people say in the last few days. If you adamantly 
disagree with my insight into these topics, please 
know that The Bison is not responsible for the 
opinions of their columnists, and all legal repercus-
sions should be appropriately directed elsewhere. 
"Pluto is not a planet." 
Actually, Galileo, Pluto is still considered a planet; 
however, it is classified as a "dwarf planet." Pluto 
is a relatively recent discovery, having only been 
seen for the first time in 1930 by U.S. astronomer 
Clyde Tombaugh, and was temporarily given the 
name "Planet X." About a year later, after a new 
name was suggested via snail mail from 11-year-
old Venetia Burney, the planet was named after 
the Roman god of the underworld. 
Then, in 2005, another object was discovered 
orbiting the sun beyond Pluto - this object was 
named Eris, and was hailed worldwide as the 
unofficial tenth planet for a little over a year. But 
alas, in 2006, the International Astronomical 
Union (IAU) reworded the definition of a planet, 
which ultimately re-classified both Pluto and Eris 
as "dwarf planets." 
"You say 'tomato,' I say ... " 
Long hailed as the ultimate mediatory state-
ment when. two people aren't seeing eye-to-eye, 
this is one of my pet peeves in life. Tomato (toe-
MAY-toe) is the correct American pronunciation. 
Tomato (toe-MAH-toe) is the correct British 
pronunciation. So unless you're UK born and 
raised, we are in America; I'm not going to let 
you dissolve our debate with such a fruity excuse 
(yes, tomatoes are fruits; let's debunk two myths 
while we're at it here). 
And no, potato, po-TAH-to doesn't work either. 
Nice try. 
"Gif or jif?" 
This should not even be a debate anymore. 
Maybe just enough time has passed that people 
have forgotten what happened three years ago, 
when Steve Wilhite - creator of the muted 
video clips we have all come to know and love -
pronounced it live at the Hammerstein Ballroom 
in New York. Well, he didn't actually pronounce 
it. But as he accepted a· lifetime achievement 
award at the 17th annual Wehby Awards on May 
21, 2013, a gif appeared on the screen above his 
head, dramatically spelling out five words: "It's 
pronounced 'Jif,' not 'Gif.'" 
You know, like the peanut butter. 
JOSHUA JOHNSON is the opinions editor 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jjohnson4@hardlng.edu. 
Twitter: @josh Johnson 146 
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kevin the doxle 
oh boy 
my first 
collumn 
Let's talk about 
dog things 
Hi everyone, my name is Kevin 
and I come into the Student Publi-
cations office every once in a while 
with my owner. Zach looks busy 
handling graphics right now so I 
think I will take a load off of his 
plate and write his collumn. 
Oh man I am so excited to finally 
have my own space in the opinions 
section. Wow. I am just overwhelmed 
with joy for this time and opportu-
nity. Okay, so what are we going to 
talk about in this article? 
We are going to talk about my 
favorite chew toy. I love my piggy 
toy. My owners get me a piggy toy 
whenever I ruin my old one. Also 
that squeaky one that I have under 
the couch, but for the life of me I 
just can't reach it anymore. I love 
that piggy toy I have. When I can't 
find that piggy toy I will settle for 
the furniture. Wooden legs on chairs 
make the greatest chew toys other 
than that piggy I have. 
We are going to talk about 
eating table scraps. The best food 
I can think of is the food that I 
can't see on the table. I know it is 
up there. You can't fool me. You can 
push me off of your lap as much as 
you want but I will get that food I 
smell. I know my owners want me 
to eat the food on the table because 
they drop food on the floor for me 
sometimes. My happiness is at the 
center of their lives. 
We are going to talk about what 
it is like being home alone while my 
owners are gone. I can't remember 
what it is like when my owners are 
gone and I am home alone. I have 
heard that dogs have no concept of 
time, or something like that. I can't 
remember if that is true or not. I 
love that piggy toy I have. Where is 
that - where did I put that? 
Oh yes, back to writing for this 
column I have. We are going to talk 
about being a good owner to your 
dog if you get one someday. First, 
remember to let your dog sit on 
the couch, at the table, in bed and 
play in the mud when it is rainy. 
If you do not allow these things, 
that's okay, I still love my owners. 
You should also allow your dog to 
eat small plastic toys lying around 
the house. If you drop something, 
I will try to eat it before you can 
pick it up, so. 
We are going to talk about walks. I 
love walks. What I don't like is being 
strapped to my owner. He pulls at 
my collar when I sniff around grass. 
I am just sniffing around owner, 
come on. I also love walks until I am 
tired after a few feet. Do your best 
not to go on very long walks. After 
walks I usually want to take a nap. 
We are going to talk about naps. 
It is hard to stay awake sometimes 
ifl am sitting in the same spot too 
long. My eyes get heavy and I tend 
to rest my head on my paw-paws 
on whatever is nearest to me. Come 
to think of it, I actually am feeling 
a little tired right now. I do think 
that I vvil1 probably be able to finish 
this article before the Editor comes 
back in. I don't know though, it is 
very warm and cozy in here. This 
chair is also so comfortable and 
fasdkjav;ferwijgiohvawuhvghhh-
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh-
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. 
1he story above is part of our ':4.pril 
Fools Edition. "No fictual value should 
be taken from this story. 
ZACH HAILEY Is the 
editor-in-chief for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
zhalley@hardlng.edu. 
Twitter: @zach_hailey 
The importance of being genuine 
dustln schandevel 
guest 
writer 
I want you to think about your day. How many conversations did you have today? How 
many of those conversations seemed fake to 
you? You could just tell that the person had no 
care for what you had to say to them, but they 
tried to act like they did. After conversations 
like these, I get upset. I get upset with the fact 
that people think it is okay to be fake with 
other people and think they can get away with 
it. What happens when someone is hurting 
or struggling with something and they need 
someone to talk to, but no one wants to truly 
listen? Being genuine is so crucial to others 
and could change someone's life. 
Listening can be hard. Sometimes we want 
to get out what we want to say so badly that 
we can hardly wait for the other person to stop 
talking. We focus so much on ourselves that we 
don't even listen to what that person is saying. 
Something I find very beneficial is having an 
upperclassman that can pass down wisdom to 
me over dinner or coffee. I tend to meet with a 
guy named Luke once a week and just talk to 
him about things going on in my life. Why do 
I love talking to him? Because he is a fantastic 
listener. I can genuinely see him listening and 
taking in each word I say. When he responds, 
I can tell he cares about what is going on in 
my life and truly wants to help me. Everyone 
needs a Luke in their life. 
I wanted to get some perspective on the 
topic, so I asked my friend Zach Abney what 
his thoughts were. His words were impactful. 
"Harding status quo is so much different 
from most universities, which is a double-edged 
sword. We hold ourselves to a higher standard, 
which is a good thing, because it drives us 
to be better people. It does, however, have a 
downside. When you're not on your 'N game, 
or not a COC (Church of Christ) insider, 
there is pressure to put on a facade. For that 
reason, I think it's important as a student 
body to remain open to being vulnerable and 
genuine. That doesn't mean we're always baring 
our heart and soul, but it does mean we can 
admit struggling and not understanding the 
status quo. When we are humble enough to 
be genuine, we can be used to make a tangible 
difference in our peer's hearts and lives." 
If we are simply humble enough to be gen-
uine, we can make a solid impact in people's 
lives. That should hit you square in the heart. 
The bottom line here is that we are too good 
to be having fake conversations. We each share 
such unique stories that need to be heard. Go 
tell your story, but more importantly, go listen. 
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL Is a student 
writer for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
dschandevel@harding.edu. 
Interested in writing a guest colu'mn? 
Co~act Joshua Johnson at jjohnson4@harding.edu. 
I n one of the great ironies of 21st century life, the tiny house movement is getting 
bigger. Spurred on by TV shows like "Tiny 
House Hunters," a growing number of 
home-owners are deciding that less is more. 
To qualify as "tiny," a house has to be smaller 
than 1,000 square feet. For the hard-core 
adherents of the lifestyle - the tiny house 
vegans, I suppose - the dwelling should 
really be 500 square feet or under. I'm told 
the record is 80, though the owner is said 
to be thinking of adding on a sun room. 
The philosophy behind the tiny house 
phenomenon goes something like this: 
big houses are expensive and cost a lot to 
maintain. They encourage their owners to 
fill them with furniture and clutter - re-
sulting in materialism, out-of-control debt 
and far too many accent pillows. Besides, 
say these tiny activists, big homes take up 
land that could be better used for compost 
heaps and free-range chickens. Even worse, 
people who own large houses are expected 
to invite friends over for the Super Bowl, 
and those guests often eat up all your 
high-dollar spinach dip. 
The movement dates back to Henry Da-
vid Thoreau, who wrote "Walden" in 1854 
about his time spent living in a small cabin 
in the woods. His mantra was "Simplify! 
Simplify!" So he just sat around in nature 
and dug bean rows. Of course, he doesn't 
talk much about the fact that his mother's 
house was just down the road, and Henry 
often dropped by to give her his laundry, 
eat chocolate chip cookies and play "Cards 
against Humanity" with Ralph Waldo Em-
erson. He later rented out Walden Pond as 
a bed and breakfast, charging tourists extra 
for fresh bean dip. 
More recent inspiration for the tiny house 
movement comes from such pop culture 
Cry, 'hammock' 
michael 
claxton 
icons as "The Smurfs,""Fraggle Rock" and 
Danny De Vito, who recently decided that 
his 15,000-square-foot mansion in Beverly 
Hills was a tad "roomy." 
Granted, tiny living has its drawbacks. 
Zoning laws often require homes in an 
area to be a certain minimum size, and 
in some neighborhoods there is a hefty 
fine for building a tiny structure within 
500 feet of a Barbie Dream House. Inside 
it's worse: bedrooms sometimes double as 
bathrooms, with a hide-a-toilet under the 
bed. Entertaining space is limited, and you 
can forget a walk-in closet. You're lucky if 
you have a walk-in kitchen. 
On the positive side, there are several 
magazines dedicated to tiny house own-
ership. Each publication is full of ideas 
about decorating, upkeep, storage and 
finger-painting the front porch. All this 
information in a nice glossy pamphlet that 
fits on your Little Tikes coffee table. 
As it turns out, many Harding students 
are testing the waters of this new lifestyle. 
They've moved out of the dorms and are 
trying the accommodations of an 8-square-
foot hammock. Much quieter than the dorm 
hallways, the hammock offers snug living 
space for sleeping, studying and cooking 
Ramen noodles. Most modern hammocks 
have a privacy zipper, and residents can 
virtually disappear into their own little 
cocoon. Last year I saw a freshman snuggle 
into his hammock. Three weeks later, he 
stepped out a junior by hours. 
Of course, there is bound to be a back-
lash. Not only are hammock dwellers easy 
targets for Frisbees, but one near-sighted 
woodpecker can upset the whole operation. 
And the lifestyle isn't for everyone. I heard 
about one sophomore who abandoned her 
hammock after only one night, upset that 
it couldn't support the weight of marble 
countertops. Her hammock realtor said 
that she'd have to settle on Formica. She 
said she'd rather die. 
You think I'm kidding about the ham-
mock realtor. But this is no laughing matter. 
Front-lawn acreage is prime real estate, and 
competition for choice spots is fierce. In fact, 
some tree-space is at such a premium, that 
money isn't enough. I heard one location 
is only letting in legacy applicants. If your 
parents didn't hammock there in the '80s, 
you might as well forget it. 
Hammocks. Tiny houses. Oreo Minis. 
The whole world is shrinking. I guess since 
I can't beat it, I might as well join the 
trend. I've got my eye on a 300-square-foot 
condo next door to the Keebler Elves. As 
spring approaches, it will be nice to sell 
the lawnmower and just take care of the 
yard with a pair of fingernail clippers. And 
next winter, one strand of Christmas lights 
should cover the whole estate. It's a small 
world after all. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON Is a guest writer 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
mclaxto l@hardlng.edu. 
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david salley 
Salley 
Says 
A non-fan's 
2016MLB 
• preview 
I am not an MLB fan. I 
loosely pull for the Braves, 
but let's be real - I don't 
care. Having said that, 
knowing that Opening Day 
is on Sunday and many of 
you care about such things, 
here's my totally-not-qual-
ified-to-talk-about-it 2016 
MLB preview. 
AL East: Since I'm not 
a real fan, I don't have any 
actual reasons to back up 
any of the things I feel or 
think, but I kind of hate 
all of these teams. I'm ul-
timately taking the Orioles 
because Buck Showalter is 
the name of a guy who wins 
division titles. 
AL Central: I'm going 
to go with Kansas City 
here because I know they 
won the World Series and 
I'm not stupid. I do like 
the Indians, though, which 
is 100 percent due to my 
undying love for the movie 
"Major League." 
AL West: Houston is 
supposed to be great this 
year, and the only reason I 
know that is because they 
were on the cover of Sports 
Illustrated the other day. I 
guess I'll take them, since 
' they were so bad a couple 
years ago and it's a good 
story. (Sidenote: the Ns 
have the best uniforms in 
baseball. Sorry, Cardinals 
fans.) 
NL East: Last year the 
Mets won this division, and 
there's no way that happens 
twice in a row. The Braves 
are terrible, but there is 
always a bad team that is 
somehow good every year 
(see Texas Rangers last 
season). Go Braves. 
NL Central: 100 percent 
going with the Cubs, mainly 
because you Cardinals fans 
are insufferable. I do love 
Andrew McCutchen and 
the Pirates, though. Cool 
uniforms, passionate fans, 
haven't been good in a long 
time until recently - all 
things that resonate with 
a non-fan like me. 
NL West: Colorado 
Rockies all day. Are they 
even good? Probably not, 
who knows? I like their 
colors, and I like Colorado. 
That was easy. 
World Series: I'm not 
going through the whole 
playoffs - that would be 
exhausting. At the end of 
the day, because I care so 
little, all I really want is a 
good story. For that reason, 
, I'm taking the Cubs over the 
Astros in the World Series, 
because nobody loses in 
that scenario. If the Astros 
win, we will all be able to 
laugh and say, "Wow, we 
just watched the Astros win 
the World Series" (kind of 
, like we did with the Royals 
this past year). And if the 
Cubs win, well, we get to 
watch the ensuing chaos of 
Armageddon and the end of 
life as we know it. Sounds 
like fun to me either way. 
• DAVID SALLEY is the sports 
edHor for the Bison. He 
may be contacted at 
dsaley@harding.edu. 
Twitter. @dsaley24 
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Men's tennis stays hot in doubles 
Bisons look to build mental toughness in quest for GAC title 
By Caleb Rowan 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The men's tennis team con-
tinued its success in doubles play 
and secured a 7-2 victory over 
Lindenwood University (LU) on 
Monday, March 28. 
The Bisons swept the doubles 
competition for the ninth time 
this season after sophomore Carlos 
Crisostomo and freshman Henrique 
Vieira saved eight match points on 
their way to a 9-7 win. 
Trailing 7-5, 40-0, to LU's No. 
1 doubles team, Crisostomo and 
Vieira won three straight points 
to get back to deuce. After saving 
four more match points, a disputed 
"out" call stopped play as the teams 
discussed the point. When play 
resumed, the Bisons' duo saved yet 
another match point and won the 
next four games to seal the victory. 
Vieira said the call was frustrat-
ing, but he and Crisostomo were 
determined to fight back and win 
the match. 
"(Crisostomo) was really angry, 
so I just tried to calm him and down 
and get focused again,"Vieira said. 
"He made some really good returns 
that gave me confidence at the net 
after that, and we did all we had to 
do to win the game, even though 
we weren't playing our best." 
Vieira, juniors Neto Cacace and 
Brandon Hogland, and sophomore 
Adrian Torrico all won singles 
matches to clinch the match for 
the Bisons, after losing five of six 
singles matches to Southwest Baptist 
University three days earlier. 
According to Cacace, the team 
has been working on bringing the 
confidence it has in doubles play 
into its singles matches. 
"We're beating all the good 
teams in doubles, even the ranked 
ones, and we're always outplaying 
them," Cacace said. "In singles, 
it's totally mental. We're all good 
singles players, but some of the guys 
are not always feeling confident 
because they haven't played well in 
the other singles matches." 
Cacace said that more positive body 
language and vocal encouragement 
would boost the confidence of the 
players. He said that he and some 
of his teammates try to encourage 
each other by cheering throughout 
the singles matches. 
"Sometimes you are playing a match 
and you see your teammate losing 
and getting down and you obviously 
start to get down on yourself, but if 
you see them winning and fired up, 
it's going to cheer you up," Cacace 
said. "(Encouragement) is one of 
the things we've been working on 
this year. .. and we told a couple of 
our players that are not very loud 
to be (more vocal)." 
Vieira said the team's mental 
toughness is all that stands between 
it and a Great American Conference 
(GAC) championship, which would 
be Harding's first. 
"I think you have to believe in 
yourself, believe in your skills and 
ability to play, and be comfortable 
with the uncomfortable,"Vieira said. 
"If everybody plays 100 percent, we 
can (win the conference)." 
Results from the Bisons' match 
against John Brown University on 
Thursday,March 31, were unavailable 
as of press time. The Bisons will 
begin GAC play against Southeast-
ern Oklahoma State University on 
Saturday, April 2, at 11 a.m. at the 
Harding tennis courts. 
AMANDA FLOYD ITHE BISON 
Sophomore Carlos Crisostomo hits a forehanded shot during the Bisons' 8-1 win over the University of Arkansas-Fort Smith on 
March 17 in Searcy, Arkansas. The Bisons' next match is April 2 at home against Southeastern Oklahoma State University. 
Rhodes-Reaves Fieldhouse to add more names 
Two "R" names not enough, more expected by 2016-17 school year 
By David Salley 
Sports Editor 
The Rhodes-Reaves Fieldhouse 
will not be expand;,ng in size alone 
next year, but in name as well. 
The name "Reaves" was added 
to the former Rhodes Fieldhouse 
at the beginning of the 2015-16 
school year due to the generous 
donation from Chairman of the 
Board Roy Reaves which funded 
the new practice facility. The name 
change was so widely accepted that 
the Harding Athletic Department 
decided if two names were good, 
three or more would be even better. 
"It's really just common sense," 
an anonymous source said. "Rhodes-
Reaves rolls off of the tongue. Why 
not add onto that? It will make 
Logan Light's job as PA announcer 
a lot more difficult, but other than 
that, there's really no downside." 
While many have speculated 
about what names will be added 
to the official title, our source said 
that just about any "R" name will 
fit the bill. 
"Ryan, Ruth, Rico, Ronald -
you get the idea," the source said. 
"Ruth is especially good because 
of the biblical connection. We also 
really like Rocky, even though that's 
a first name. What was that guy's 
last name from 'Rudy'? Rutabaga? 
Yeah, I think we are looking into 
that, too." 
The addition of new names to 
the fieldhouse, although widely 
praised as a brilliant marketing 
strategy, is not without its naysay-
ers. Junior basketball player Will 
Francis said the idea did not make 
sense to him. 
"I just don't see why they can't 
put Francis on there somewhere," 
he said. "I mean, the second letter 
is 'R.'Saying it can only be names 
that begin with one letter seems 
very close-minded to me." 
Although Francis may not be 
on board with the name expansion 
plan, administrators from the Ganus 
Athletic Center were thrilled with 
the idea. 
"This is great," they said. "There 
will be a hundred letters on that 
building by the time this thing is 
done. Maybe now people will stop 
stealing ours." 
When asked about the pos-
sibility of his name being added 
to the fieldhouse, senior baseball 
player Davis Richardson said he 
will leave that decision up to the 
people in charge. 
"It isn't my call," Richardson 
said. "But do I think it should be 
up there? Probably so, yeah." 
The name expansion is set to 
take place this summer, beginning 
with an "R" name raffle on May 7, 
after graduation. Haf'li ·ms to 
have visiting familic \ 1th letter 
"R" names bid to have their name 
entered into the drawing for the 
new building. 
"Those first few new names will 
be totally up to chance," our source 
said. "We're pulling the first five 
out of a hat, and after that we will 
all get together and discuss what 
other names we would like to add. 
It raises money for the school, gets 
alumni involved and also gives 
the whole thing an element of 
randomness - and that 's really 
what this is about." 
Early rumors of names to be 
added include, but are not limited 
to: Roark, the last name of Harding 
sophomore basketball player Jacob 
Roark; Ranchito, the second word 
in the name of the popular Searcy 
eatery Mi Ranchito-which sources 
say has been campaigning hard for 
a spot on the building; and Roscoe, 
after Roscoe Dash - a very popular 
rapper among '11illennials. 
The Rhodes Rcaves-Ryan-Ruth-
Rico-Ronald-Rutabaga -Rocky-
Richardson-Roark-Ranchito-Roscoe 
Fieldhouse is set to be unveiled on 
April Fool's Day . 
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Junior pitcher Hannah Johnson winds up to throw a pitch during the Lady Bisons' 4-3 loss to Arkansas Tech University on Tuesday, March 29, in Searcy, 
Arkansas. Johnson is 12-3 on the year with a 2.31 ERA. 
Lady Bisons tennis victorious in first GAC match 
By Amanda Floyd 
Head Photographer 
By Caleb Rowan 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The womens tennis team opened 
Great American Conference (GAC) 
play on Saturday, March 26, with a 
5-4 win over Southern Nazarene 
University (SNU) and followed 
it up with a 6-3 non-conference 
victory over Lindenwood University 
on Monday, March 28. 
The Lady Bisons have now won 
six straight matches and improved 
to 10-4 overall and 1-0 in the 
conference. 
Harding took the lead early in 
Saturday's match by winning two 
of the three doubles matches. The 
teams of junior Arielle Butler and 
sophomore Emily Faulkner and 
sophomores Brittany Smyser and 
Gabriella Alves each earned victories. 
In singles, 15th-ranked junior 
Piper Huey was beaten in 2 hours 
and 40 minutes by 16th-ranked 
Noelia Gomez of SNU, but the 
Lady Bisons were still able to clinch 
the victory as Butler, Faulkner and 
Alves each secured straight-sets wins. 
Head coach David Redding said 
that the match was a battle, but it 
was great for the team to start the 
conference season off well. 
The match with SNU was the 
first of six matches in the GAC. The 
next match in the conference will 
be against Southeastern Oklahoma 
State University (SOSU) at the 
Harding tennis courts tomorrow 
at 11 a.m. 
"(SOSU is) going to be a very 
good team and they are probably 
going to be one of the favorites in the 
conference this year," Redding said. 
Harding was voted 6th in the 
GAC preseason coaches poll, but 
Redding said a close non-con-
ference loss against 10th ranked 
Southwest Baptist University gives 
him confidence that his team will 
finish higher. 
"Our results have been very good 
so far, so I think we have a chance to 
compete for the conference cham-
pionship," Redding said. "It will be 
tough, it won't be easy, but we will 
be better than what the conference 
coaches thought we would be at 
the beginning of the year." 
The women's team last won the 
Great American Conference in 2014. 
Butler, then a freshman, won the 
critical match that gave the Lady 
Bisons the conference title. 
"Honestly, winning the tourna-
ment freshman year was one of the 
best feelings in my life,"Butler said. 
"Ever since then all I've wanted to 
do was go back and win again." 
Butler said she believ.es the team 
this year is capable of repeating 
what they did two years ago. 
According to Redding, the team 
has focused on physical endurance 
this year. He said that they need to 
be able to play longer on the court 
without getting tired and making 
mistakes. 
Redding said he has also fo-
cused on helping his team respond 
well to adversity. He said that it 
is important for the team to stay 
positive, focused and encouraged 
during its matches. 
"I think (the positive mindset) 
is working so far, and I'm really 
encouraged by how the team has 
come together," Redding said. 
"We are looking to not only win 
conference this year, but in the 
coming years, I'm hoping to improve 
our level of play to get a national 
ranking sometime in the next year 
or two - that's my goal. n 
Softball downs East Central, falls to Arkansas Tech 
Maddie McGuire in the seventh inning from Mills urday, winning the first game 3-1, with the series' final game, 10-1. Mills single to score freshman 
Student Writer to win the game. but dropping the final game 10-1. "They had seen our starting outfielder Morgan Acosta in the 
The Lady Bisons won their series The Lady Bisons started game In game one, ECU was the pitcher from game four in game fifth. However, it was not enough, 
against East Central University two with five runs on five hits in the first to make it on the board in two, and they were able to have and the Lady Bisons fell in the 
(ECU) 3-1 on March 25-26. The bottom of the first inning, making the top of the first, but the Lady success off of her," head coach Phil first game 4-3. 
Lady Blsons are now 25-13 overall it difficult for ECU to get back Bisons did not wait long to retake Berry said. "Fortunately, a lot of The second game was more of 
and 17-9 in the Great American into the game. Freshman pitcher the lead. They responded in the their hits came in one game, and the same for ATU, as they once 
Conference (GAC}. Ashley Smith improved her record bottom of the first with two runs we were able to spread ours around again opened with a huge first 
The Lady Bisons started out to 7-3 :nhen she pitched five in- on three hits, one from freshman the other three." inning - this time scoring six runs 
strong on Friday, sweeping ECU nings to win it for the Lady Bisons. infielder Alexus Lawellin, who The Lady Bisons returned to the in the top of the first. The Lady 
with a score of 7-5 in game one She gave up eight hits and two scored on a wild pitch. The Lady diamond on Tuesday afternoon to Bisons tried to get back into the 
and 6-4 in game two. They took the earned runs and struck out three. Bisons scored the final run of the play a doubleheader against No. 4 game with five runs in the bottom 
lead quickly in the first game after Smith said she has had a season game in the second, which carried Arkansas Tech University (ATU). of the fifth inning, but the Golden 
a double by freshman outfielder of improvement and adjustment. them to the win - their third of The Golden Suns' bats were hot Suns tacked on an insurance run 
Peyton Mills sent junior outfielder "It's a hard jump between high the series. to start game one, as they opened in the sixth and went on to win 
Courtney Derrick home from sec- school and college, but I feel like Game four did not go the Lady up a 4-0 lead in the first inning. game two 8-6. 
ond. The lead was lost after ECU playing at Harding has taught Bisons way. ECU opened up a 9-1 The Lady Bisons battled back The Lady Bisons' next game is 
brought in two runs in the sixth me how to play more of a mental lead in the bottom of the fourth throughout the game, bringing today against Southern Arkansas 
inning on four hits, but the Lady game," Smith said. inning when it scored six runs on in two runs on a Mills home run University at noon and 2 p.m. in 
Bisons answered with a homerun The Lady Bisons split on Sat- five hits and ultimately ran away in the third inning and then a Magnolia, Arkansas. 
Alex Williamson 
Golt 
Edward Axlund Harrison Hunter 
Golf Baseball 
Park Parish 
Football 
Kevin Naceanceno 
Track 
Our Athletes' Views 
on Pop Culture 
uestioms 
If you could take one celebrity 
on a date, who would it be? 
What is the funniest prank 
you've ever pulled? 
What Major League Baseball 
team will you be watching on 
Opening Day? 
Who is your favorite country 
music singer? 
Charlize Theron. 
Putting shaving cream 
In my friend's Jordsns and 
then putting them ;n lhe 
freezer. 
Yankees. 
Taylor Swift, when 
she was country. 
Emma Watson. She's not 
cnly b9autiM but she seems Natalie Portman. 
like she's got brains as wolf. 
In high school, me and two Folded-up ketchup 
other guys snuck into a friend's packets under the room and moved all his 
fumiture around. stall seat. 
I'm not that into 
baseball, but it would The Atlanta Braves. 
probably be the 
Yankees. 
Luke Bryan, just because 
he looks like my friend on the Brad Paisley. 
goffteam. 
Taylor Swift. 
Fake-robbing my 
cousin's house when 
she was home alone. 
The Cubs. 
George Strait. 
Lucille Ball. 
I left a chicken in a 
box on a friend's 
doorstep. 
Albuquerque 
Isotopes. 
John Denver. 
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Uncle Bud fools students, not a statue 
AMANDA FLOYD I THE BISON 
Uncle Bud sits on a bench facing the Adminis-
tration fountain on March 30. Students provided 
him with an umbrella and chicken nuggets for the 
afternoon rain storm. 
By Rachel Brackins 
Head Copy Editor 
It has been six years since a 
bronze-coated Kenneth Davis, Jr., 
more widely known as Uncle Bud, 
was first placed on a bench facing 
the Administration fountain. With a 
Bible resting on his knees, the statue 
was made as a tribute to the former 
Harding chorus director and beloved 
prankster. Little did everyone know 
this would be Uncle Bud's greatest 
trick yet. 
At midnight on Wednesday, March 
30, Uncle Bud stood up, shook off 
the puddles that had formed on his 
shoulders from the rain, picked up 
his Bible and sauntered off into the 
night with a satisfied grin breaking 
through the bronze mold. For six 
years Uncle Bud sat perfectly still, 
making thousands of people believe 
he was an actual statue. 
"I really didn't intend for it to go 
this far," Uncle Bud said. "I wanted 
to see if I could fool people into 
thinking I was a statue for one day. 
Well, that bench was so comfortable, 
and the fountain was so beautiful, that 
I decided to try for a week. A week 
turned into a month, and a month 
turned into a year, and here we are 
In the beginning he said would 
leave the bench at night to get food 
and water, but eventually trained his 
body to survive without nourishment. 
According to Uncle Bud, the prank 
became a lesson in patience, as he had 
to endure countless scenarios to pull 
off this elaborate ruse. 
"I can't tell you how many pictures 
have been taken of me," Uncle Bud 
said. "Every time there was a formal, I 
knew I had to brace myself for hundreds 
of photos and formal dresses. By the 
third year all of the dresses just started 
to look the same. And there are only 
so many different poses girls can do 
in front of the fountain - that part 
definitely got old." 
Uncle Bud said he has worn countless 
leis, T-shirts, hats and sunglasses over 
the years. In addition to being dressed 
up, Uncle Bud has been climbed on 
by toddlers, admired by the elderly 
and even given an umbrella to shield 
him from the rain. From his bench, 
he has been witness to numerous 
important moments. 
Because of his prime position, 
he has a front-row seat to watch all 
of the many pranks that have been 
pulled in the Administration fountain. 
Uncle Bud said that while he has 
six years later." kept a list of all of the offenders, he 
has not yet decided if he is going to 
turn anyone in. 
"I've seen every prank that has been 
pulled in the Administration fountain 
for the past sixyears,"Uncle Bud said. 
"Soap in the fountain? Good one. Let's 
try to get a little more original, people. 
I remember once when a group of 
guys decided to fill the entire fountain 
with marbles - that was hilarious." 
Uncle Bud said he decided to call 
it quits because he could not resist 
the smell of the cafeteria's chicken 
nuggets any longer. 
"I could hear Mrs. Norma's sweet 
voice floating across the Front Lawn, 
and I knew I just couldn't stand it any 
longer,"Uncle Bud said. "I had to get 
me some of those chicken nuggets. 
They were totally worth it. I regret 
nothing." 
According to Uncle Bud, he plans 
to return to his seat on the bench, so 
as not to disrupt any of the important 
events on campus. But he did express 
that he would be grateful if students 
would bring him some of the cafete-
ria's chicken nuggets - or any type 
of chicken nuggets - whenever they 
get the chance. 
The story above is part of our 
"April Fools Edition." No factual 
value should be taken from this story. 
Student to present research in Las Vegas 
By Erin Raimondi 
Student Writer 
Junior interdisciplinary 
studies major, Alexis Jewell, 
will present a research project 
on how Harding students get 
their weather information 
at the Broadcast Education 
Association conference in 
Las Vegas on April 17-20. 
Jewell began her research 
project, titled "Weather You 
Like it or Not," for honors 
credit and entered it into the 
presentation competition at 
the Broadcast Journalism 
Association convention. 
communications, for an hour 
every week. After giving 
out the survey, tallying the 
answers and crunching the 
numbers, she finished the 
project in November of2015. 
To accumulate the data 
for her project, Jewell said 
she collected surveys from 
classmates, who come from 
around the country, on how 
they receive their weather 
updates. According to Jewell, 
the topic was relevant due to 
changing technology. 
"Seeing that it is doable 
to do that kind of research 
and get tho se kinds of 
answers at our level, it is 
really encouraging," senior 
broadcast journalism major 
Kaleigh Evans said. "When 
she presented it to us last 
semester, I was just blown 
away by her." 
to the average American 
who checks the weather 4.1 
times a day. The research also 
confirmed that the majority 
of students check the weather 
to figure out what to wear. 
Jewell said the information 
was easy to gather, and she 
enjoyed the project more 
than expected and plans on 
doing another this summer. 
According to Shock, 
participating in research is 
beneficial to undergraduate 
students because they can 
show graduate schools or 
future em£loyers that they 
can collect data, analyze it 
and use it. 
"There is always room in 
the world for people that can 
generate new knowledge," 
Shock said. 
Jewell was certified 
through the National In-
stitutes of Health Office 
of Extramural Research by 
taking an online training 
course called "Protecting 
Human Research Partici-
pants" in order to conduct 
research. She also had to 
study similar research done 
on the topic and meet with 
Dr.Jack Shock, professor of 
According to Jewell, the 
research results confirmed that 
Harding students check the 
weather once a day, compared 
The convention in Las 
Vegas is April 17-20. Ac-
cording to Shock, students 
in the communications 
department attend the 
convention annually. 
EMILY EASON I THE BISON 
Junior interdisciplinary studies major Alexis Jewell sits in front of monitors in 
the HU 16 studio. Jewell will present a research project she conducted titled, 
"Weather You Like it or Not," in Las Vegas April 17-20. 
Bisons for Christ student 
committees plan service day 
By Presley Nixon 
Student Wnter 
Bisons for Christ, an annual 
day of service on which Harding 
students rve in and ber,ond the 
Searcri ,fO~~ 
be held ~¥~~~ 
year's e~ ~.around isaiah 
6:8, "~ ~Je(id me." 
Appaximatel'y 2.soo students 
participated in 180 projects in the 
community on the day of the event 
last year, according~ psnior Truett 
Keener, member of the Bisons for 
Christ projects committee. The 
event i4 coordinated by more thln 
50 students and interns from Rock 
House O\lve.~b Ministries. 
Seven stoden:ts committees work 
to coordinate Bisons for Christ, 
including the prop,.iiwolv.cment 
and advertising committees. Each 
committee is set with specific tasks 
and goals for students to complete, 
includiag aeating advertising plans 
and deciding the theme. 
According to senior Michaela 
benberg, member of the projects 
committee, the committees have 
tnet at least every other week this 
spring semester to plan ways to 
make B.isons for Christ as successful 
as possible. 
The projects committee seeks 
out community residents, churches 
and organizations for students to 
serve. According to Keener, proj-
ects completed during Bisons for 
Chdtt can include raking leaves, 
visiting people in the ho$pital or 
retirement home, or bUilding a 
house in the community. 
According to senior AuAdroy 
Flewellen, the adnrtis cam 
"">tka throUgb social m~posters 
and announcement& intapel to 
give students the cbanco;•Jlear as 
much as possible about the eftt1t. 
Junior Rachel HendersOh, a 
member of the involve~t ~ 
mittee, .-1d tbe leadership readlet 
out to stu.'detitJ Wh.O may not Ii.ave 
a spet~ elu~..organizatioil or 
sports team to- IJattlcipate wjth. 
"We arc in the process oFput~ 
ting the sign-up form on Ple.4ine, 
but meanwhile everyone tfuit is 
interested and wants to I•d • 
group, qi simply help in a ~up, 
should: listen for some chapel 
announcements Coming tOOn as 
well as an infQmiatffe bOoth in 
the student c ·~ said. 
According to: 
for Christ will 
simplify signing 
The app is in the process eing 
completed, and members ofB1&onS 
for Christ committees are hopeful 
it will run smoothly. Students will 
be able to create groups on the app, 
and claim different projects listed. 
"Bisons for Christ is such a 
unique and special day to the 
Harding community," Isenberg 
said. "Nothing helps you receive 
more than the act of giving." 
Fighting the statistics 
The third installment of 'The path from invisible captivity' series 
By Savanna DiStefano 
Features Editor 
The National Human Traf-
ficking Resource Center defines 
sex trafficking as "a form of 
modern-day slavery in which 
individuals perform commercial 
sex through the use of force, 
fraud or coercion." 
Similar to Partners Against 
Trafficking Humans (PATH) 
founder Louise Allison, thousands 
of children are victims of sex 
trafficking in the U.S. According 
to the U.S. Department of Justice, 
a child victim is first introduced 
to the industry between ages 13 
and 14 on average. The National 
Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children reported that in 2015 
one in five runaway children 
were likely trafficking victims, 
and 7 4 percent were under social 
services care upon leaving. 
A 2012 estimate from the 
International Labor Organi-
zation stated approximately 
4.5 million people are victims 
·of sex trafficking worldwide. 
According to Little Rock Police 
Department records, there were 
503 prostitution arrests in Little 
Rock in 2011-14. The average 
age of those arrested was 35. 
Allison said anyone can be-
come a victim of sex trafficking 
regardless of race, gender or 
social status. Trafficking may 
occur through the Internet, 
street prostitution, strip clubs, 
massage parlors and truck stops. 
A person can be lured in through 
false advertisements for jobs, 
initial romantic relationships or 
aggressive kidnapping. Victims 
are forced to have sex with several 
men or women and are expected 
to earn SSOO-Sl,000 per day or 
night, according to the Polaris 
Project. 
"(Being trafficked) changes 
the way we feel about ourselves; 
the manipulation and the fear 
is what traps more so than the 
physical restraint," Allison said. 
"It was just a hard, nasty life . .. 
It changes the mindset of the 
girls to where we don't function 
well in society. We make poor 
choices; we don't know how to 
do relationships. It just messes 
up the way that we think about 
ourselves and the world around us." 
Josh Hardin, 2015 alumnus 
who double majored in crimi-
nal justice and psychology, has 
volunteered regularly for PATH. 
He was connected to the organi-
zation through a chapter of the 
International Justice Mission 
sponsored by the university and 
said his role as a volunteer is to 
show women in the shelter that 
"guys can be OK people, too." 
Volunteers are required to 
undergo training in order to 
work with the women at PATH, 
which includes in-depth videos 
and information about the sex 
industry and how to work with 
survivors. Hardin said the training 
taught him how to interact with 
the women. 
"It's wonderful to be able 
to help, but it is heavy stuff, 
and you hear a lot of dark, dark 
things," Hardin said. "You have 
to be careful not to overwhelm 
yourself. It's not uncommon for 
the volunteers to be traumatized 
by these other ladies because, if 
you're just around it long enough, 
you become traumatized as ifit 
happened to you. It's so heavy, 
but rewarding." 
Sex-trafficking survivor Britney 
Boykin stayed with PATH and 
said she built healthy relation-
ships with volunteers and fellow 
women staying at the safe house. 
She said the women are like 
sisters and remain connected 
after graduation from PATH. 
"(Being a victim of sex traf-
ficking) made me spiritually 
bankrupt," Boykin said. "I gave 
up on God ... I knew (what I 
was doing) was wrong, and I 
didn't think I deserved forgive-
ness. I thought I deserved the 
lifestyle I was living ... PATH 
helped me learn how to forgive 
myself. (Those at PATH) loved 
me when I couldn't love myself. 
They helped me learn about for-
giveness and that God loved us 
unconditio~ally, and he forgives 
us for all of our sins." 
Part four of «The path from 
invisible captivity" series will 
appear in the next issue of The 
Bison, on stands Friday, April 
15. The first two installments of 
the series can be f ound online at 
the/ink. harding.edu. 
....... 
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Pryor Hall demolished, Ladies Garden expanded again 
Photo Illustration by Zach Hailey and Amanda Floyd 
The First Ladies Garden has expanded again with the addition of four new fountains, two more clock towers and 34 new benches. The second and third First Ladies Gardens 
were dedicated on Tuesday, March 29. 
By Zach Hailey First Ladies Garden. 
Editor-in-Chief "I was taken aback by the first 
Women for Harding is proud First Ladies Garden," Howell said. 
to announce the newest addition "After its completion, I couldn't 
to the First Ladies Garden. Four help but want a second First Ladies 
new fountains, two new walkways Garden, and then a third. Donors 
and more than 34 benches have felt the same way and provided the 
been placed on top of the remains extra funds needed to make this a 
of Pryor Hall. The new addition reality." 
was dedicated on Tuesday, March Having the statues commissioned 
29. According to Liz Howell, vice for the fountains seemed like a tough 
president of parent and alumni task to accomplish given the time 
relations, Pryor Hall needed to be allotted until dedication, but Mary 
rebuilt somewhere else. Smith, the commissioned artist, 
"According to Howell, the idea made it happen. 
for the additions came after the first "I remember constructing the first 
statue with great pride," Smith said. 
"Next thing I know, Liz calls me up 
and says she wants four more. I was 
more than happy to get started." 
Ladies Garden will also soon house in the days of old by women who 
the First Ladies G~d, where women were respectable." 
Two extra clock towers were 
- current students and alumni - of Rodriguez said something about 
Harding will be able to hone their the importance of embroidery but I 
skills in embroidery, self-defense and didn't write it down. 
erected on the day of dedication, 
though the swiftness of installation 
prevented workers from setting the 
two new towers on the right time. 
calligraphy. All prior r'esid~ts of Pryor Hall 
"The clock towers go off every 
14 minutes," senior Amy Scott said. 
"At first it was hard to get used to, 
but eventually I just learned to block 
it out." 
Acrordingtotl;ieHeac!ofArkansas have sine~ filled the Vll:cant third 
Women's Guilds J ennli Rodri~eZ, . floor df ~Hall wfiik "Pryor 2" is 
the First Ladies ,Guild\vi[}'bc:~ ~he ' . added to the top of the rmn's dorm. 
largest in the state. · ,. The third, fourth and fifth floors of 
"We are so excited to announce Allen Dorm will officially be women's 
this upcoming project, because.we see housing Fall 2016. 
Along with the added fountains, 
walkways and benches, the First 
what it has done for women across 1he story above is part of our 
the state,"Rodriguez said. "Women '54.pril Fools Edition. " No factual 
across Arkansas are reaping the value should be taken from this 
benefits of skills that were mastered story. 
Great obscure Little Rock eats 
By Alex Wingrove 1615 Rebsamen Park Road crispy skin and moist, tender 
Student Writer According to their website, meat. The tears will dry, 
Every time I make the chefBrian Deloney"intends the tongue will heal. But 
trek to Little Rock on a to take Little Rock dining missing a minute of that 
boring Searcy weekend, I to new levels with fresh soul food tradition? Now 
tend to eat at all of the typical adaptations of comfort that would hurt." 
restaurants and never take food with a New Orleans Pizzeria at Terry's - SSS 
the time to find anywhere influence, served in a funky, - 5018 Kavanaugh Blvd. 
unique to go. PSA: There informal, family-friendly At this restaurant is located 
are many other places to eat environment." in an old neighborhood in a 
in Little Rock other than Flying Fish - $$$ - 511 historic part of Little Rock. 
Chuy's, The Big Orange President Clinton Ave. It is only open for dinner and 
and Marketplace. The restaurant serves a offers unique flavor choices 
Here are 10 place'§' to try wide variety of fresh seafood for their pizzas. 
out if you want to. chang~ but also has options such as Buffalo Grill-SS-1611 
up your routine: burgers and chicken fingers. Rebsamen Park Road 
'l'\\e Root Cafe - $S - It is open for lunch and Buffalo Grill serves quality 
1500 S. K'.lain St. dinner every day of the week. classics, such as hamburgers, 
Some call this "The Hippie The Fold - $S - 3501 chicken fingers, nachos, fries, 
Shack" because of its outer Old Cantrell Road etc. They also offer seating 
Graphic by Rachel Gibson 
H you are unfamiliar with downtown Little Rock, here Is a llst of great places to eat. 
Most restaurants listed range from $8.00 to $12.00 a plate. 
facade. This restaurant is 
open for breakfast and lunch, 
and all ofits ingredients are 
With their cozy, fun 
atmosphere, this Mexican 
restaurant has a unique feel. 
on their outside patio. 
Leo's Greek Castle - SS 
- 2925 Kavanaugh Blvd. 
grown locally by farmers, They have everything from Leo's is a breakfast and 
giving it a more fresh taste. tacos for dinner, to churros brunch restaurant, offering 
Doe's Eat Place - SSS for dessert. burgers, gyros and the like 
- 1023 W. Markham St. Gus's World Famous for over 40 years. 
Unlike your normal Fried Chicken - SS - 300 Mugs Cafe - SS - 515 
steakhouse, it is a "no-frills" President Clinton Ave. Main St. 
diner with incredible steaks According to their website, Mugs serves not only 
and an outdoor patio. It is "Even on the spiciest days, coffee but also breakfast 
easy to locate on the corner once that signature flavor and lunch. Their motto is, 
SWITCH ~ 'Ui-''f/4;~ · ..~ ,.. 4 l~ ;?~t liti!I 1"#'~~ . ~~ 
' When you bank with us, "- , .. 
. .,you are investing in ~
your community!  
FIRST COMMUNITY BANK of Markham and Ringo. hits your tongue you know "Life is short. Drink great 
Mnt .......... u, t:tnfUS first. - - Maddie's Place - SS - you must finish the crunchy, coffee." 
2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy. • 800 E. Beebe Capps Expy. • 2801 E. Race St. 
Tips to succeed in your internship 
By Abigail Pratt 
Student Writer 
Internship season is well un-
derway. It doesn't matter if you're 
majoring in English, public rela-
tions, theater or marketing, most 
students are encouraged to have 
at least one internship before they 
graduate. The task of obtaining an 
internship can be daunting. It's 
understandable - really, it is.Job 
hunting itself is stressful, searching 
through endless websites looking 
for a crumb of a job offer only to 
apply and then be pummeled to 
death with endless spam emails 
from that website, without any 
promise of an actual job. Most 
of us have been there. But plenty 
of upperclassmen have made it to 
graduation with internships under 
their belts and they are here to · 
help you as well. 
Senior Public Relations ma-
jor, Maeghen Carter is currently 
interning in Little Rock for a 
company called Ghidotti Com-
munications. She got the position 
after she reached out to Natalie 
Ghidotti for a class project and 
kept open communications with 
the company. Carter had a few 
tips to share about applying for 
internships and working as an 
intern. 
l.Being proactive is one of the 
best things you can do. Go above 
just applying for the position. Go 
the extra mile. 
2.Contacts are key. You don't 
have to know the person before-
hand, just choose a person to 
communicate with. People won't 
be annoyed if you show interest 
in the work they're doing. 
3.0nce you have the internship, 
the worst thing you can do is to 
just do your job, because you'll 
never leave an impression. You've 
got to go above and beyond just 
your job description. They're al-
ways looking for fresh ideas and 
perspectives, so have some. 
4.Put yourself out there. The 
worst a company can say is 'no,' 
but you won't get burned at the 
stake or anything. 
Senior business major Cinthia 
Andrade has similar advice for 
those currently seeking internships 
or employment. Andrade said 
she went through the process of 
looking for a business internship 
as well, but for her, the interview 
was the key. Many university stu-
dents are uncomfortable around 
adults and do not know how to 
conduct themselves professionally, 
two things that are paramount in 
the interview process. 
"It helped I think that I have 
been so involved in business clubs 
and stuff on campus, so it helped 
me not be so nervous in interviews. 
Andrade said as long as you think 
of an interview as a conversation, 
you're good, because you won't get 
as nervous or as intimidated. It's 
more of a conversation about who 
you are and what you've done and 
what you can do for them." 
However, college students are 
not the only ones with wisdom 
and insight into the professional 
world. Plenty of professors and 
professionals all over campus who 
are willing to advise students in 
thei.r search for employment. 
David Kee, an assistant professor 
in the College of Business, was a 
professional in the high-end food · 
industry for many years and has 
insight to shed on the internship 
experience. 
"The best intern is one who 
stays out of the way," Kee said. 
"By that I mean, in a business, 
we are working hard, we have a 
business to run, and an intern 
cannot be someone who comes 
in and messes up your work. W e 
need someone who helps our 
progress; someone who is willing 
to sit in the back and observe and 
learn, without interfering with 
whatever is going on." 
According to Kee, in a business 
setting, the intern must assume 
·Plan early 
··Be proactive 
·Go beyond 
,·A'im .h.igh 
that everyone is overloaded with 
work, and thus do everything in 
his or her power to relieve people 
of some of that work.You must 
be an asset to your company, not 
a hindrance. 
l.Don't do it for the iiay. An 
internship is only valuable based 
on what you learn, not what you 
make. 
2.Find a situation where you 
are working for a superstar. An 
rap 1c y awyer 1 e 
internship will be very discour-
aging if you are working for 
people who are unenthusiastic 
about their work. 
3.Start and plan for an in-
ternship early. 
4.While you're on your intern- , 
ship, constantly be in tune with 
the fact that you are a student, and 
look for correlations between your 
work and what you learn in the 
classroom. Validate your studies. 
